Air420 is a state of the art system developed for the purpose of research and performance testing. Air420 electronics can be added
to virtually any Keiser strength piece, giving you the ability to track velocity, power, and acceleration information. It is capable of
capturing data at any moment throughout the range of motion which can then be charted to provide an accurate look at a user’s
performance.
The data captured can serve as a diagnostic across a wide range of performance applications. Air420 can help to pinpoint the
areas for improvement in an elite level athlete on one extreme, or diagnose the severity of lost function or mobility in a post-op older
adult or rehab patient on the other end of the spectrum.
PERFORMANCE TESTING
The Six Repetition test is designed to help determine the resistance at which a user would need to work to achieve maximum power.
Based on the principal that as resistance increases, the maximum possible velocity will decrease at a relatively linear rate. These
tests estimate the shape of the force velocity curve without the need to make a very large number of measurements.
The Ten Repetition test operates by inputting the users estimated One Repetition Maximum (1RM) limit. During the test, the software
automatically adjusts the machines resistance and prompts the user for each repetition. Starting at a low resistance, the value
increases for each subsequent repetition as well as rest time between repetitions until the 1RM is reached. This test shows power
differences, plots the force velocity curve and the power curve for both limbs.
Graph is a bar graph showing
the ten repetition test with average
power generated by each limb,
with a fairly equal power output in
both limbs. This illustrates how an
uninjured athlete or patient might
perform on this test.
Graph shows the force velocity
curve from the same individual.
Note that on both of these you can
choose to chart Left and or Right
Power, Left and or Right Work, Left
and or Right Reaction and Left and
or Right ROM ( Inset ).
Graph shows the bar graph of
an injured athlete or patient not able
to generate the same power between
the left and right limbs.
Graph shows the force velocity
curve for that same injured individual.
Keiser Air420 can be used for testing
and also used for training.

DATA CAPTURED
Peak velocity, acceleration, force and power for each rep
Averages of velocity, acceleration, force and power
Peak velocity and peak force at peak power
Position, velocity, force and time for peak power
Duration for each rep start and stop, and total duration
Machine type, positioning, and resistance setting
Peak range of motion
Peak power per limb in watts
User reaction time
Total work and work per limb in Joules
Peak power per limb in watts
Number of reps per limb
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